
TONY OZOREES



DJ Tony is a groundbreaking DJ who started performing 
more than 16 years ago in Cairo Egypt. His performances are 
uniquely one of  a kind, his taste of  music and style of  mixing 
have taken his performances all across Egypt. His true love 
is music and watching the crowd transfer and feel the music. 
Being a creative artist makes each performance uniquely 
memorable.

DJ Tony has a vast knowledge of  the music industry working 
and collaborating with over 100 venues. Training and 
managing more than 30 DJ’s, KJ’s, MC’s and technicians. He 
has also worked extensively with setting up, operating and 
maintaining audio equipment. 

He will certainly exceed all expectations with the wide variety 
of  music genres.

WHO IS DJ TONY



Raised in a family that loves music made him find himself  in 
it, not just  to listen to the music but to feel it. DJ Tony then 
wanted to express these emotions with the whole world. He 
started searching for the opportunity untill he found it as a 
DJ, he started working with GN Company and DJ Foxi which 
are the biggest DJ companies in Egypt. He kept gaining skills 
until he became one of  the best DJ’s in Egypt with NRG 
Music Egypt. This gave him the opportunity to work with 
local and international artists not just as a DJ but also as a 
sound engineer and singer. Performers such as:

PACO GYPSY, OMAR KHAYRAT, DJ TARKAN, AMR 
DIAB, MOHAMED HAMAKI, TAMER HOSNY, HISHAM 
ABBASS, HISHAM BLUES, MARCELLO, RAMY SAX 
AND MANY MORE. 



VENUES

DJ Tony has performed in many world class venues, including 
the likes of.

CODE2019 U NORTH2019

CAIRO JAZZ CLUB2019 THE KRAKEN2018

ANDIAMO2016PADRINO2018

LE DECK2016 THE SMOKERY2015

AURORA2015 VINTAGE BAR2014

BAMBOO2011 LE PACHA BOAT2009

INTERCONTINENTAL HOTEL2009 JOHNNYS JZ2009



As a well known DJ in Egypt DJ Tony has a long history in 
the Entertainment Industry performing all across Egypt. 
The list goes on with the amount of  opportunities DJ Tony 
has had and he always wants to share his experiences with 
others. His music library includes the variety of  genres 
and languages from:

LOUNGE - CHILLOUT - JAZZ - BLUES - OLDIES - 
HIP HOP - RNB - OLD SCHOOL - TROPICAL - 
DEEP HOUSE - TECH -- TECHNO -- HOUSE - POP - 
REGAE and so much more.

Specialising in:

RESIDENT & GUEST
ENGAGEMENT & WEDDINGS

PRIVATE EVENTS
BRANDING  & ROAD SHOWS

BEACH ACTIVITIES
SINGER

MC

ABOUT DJ TONY



CONTACT

MOBILE NUMBER

0451 353 935

FACEBOOK

facebook.com/dj-tony-1775826689334662

EMAIL ADDRESS

enquiries@djtonyozorees.com

INSTAGRAM

instagram.com/tony_ozorees



“MUSIC ISN’T WHAT I DO. IT’S WHO I AM”
- RAQUEL CASTRO -


